Exploit your business
potential to the fullest

Process automation of
business correspondence
with OL® Connect

A lot of systems are too rigid to adapt to changes. The requirements for the creation and processing of business
correspondence are becoming increasingly more complex. Objectif Lune has developed OL Connect with the
aim of optimising these complex document-based processes.
OL Connect provides the necessary flexibility and diverse application possibilities to optimise and automate
existing processes in a large number of industrial areas (retail, supply, logistics, mail order, advertising, services,
banking and insurance).

Create, automate and distribute your most important documents:

OL® Connect
A design tool for print or electronic formats
(HTML5, JavaScript, CSS)

Giro code for simpler, quicker and more secure
payment transactions

Enhancement with graphics, barcodes or
computerised franking

Electronic invoices, transmitted digitally and
economically, PEPPOL-compliant or natively in
HTML format.

Control of enclosures, further processing and
inserting machines
Multi-channel output – print, PDF, email, web
portal, mobile terminals or archiving

Collect and print all day-to-day correspondence
in a centralised way

Print, fold
and insert
Compile
and improve
Electronic delivery
Send your company correspondence
electronically via any channel.
Provided as an email or via a
customer portal. Or directly between
customers via EDI – Electronic Data
Interchange. Regardless of the size
of the job, you take steps towards
electronic delivery at your own pace.

Archiving
Company correspondence, such
as contracts, policies, invoices and
supporting documents, needs to be
stored so that it can be retrieved if
it gets lost, is contested or invoices
are not paid. The data can be read
into your DMS or ECM system
automatically and be indexed
without the need for any manual
intervention.

How does it work?
Data can be added or changed at will, images and graphics are integrated statically
or dynamically depending on the data
Output by means of print, PDF, web portal or electronic dispatch
Possible to create a true-to-the-original digital copy at the same time.
Documents can be optimised for output and post-processing

Automate document-based
processes

Business documents are
significantly enhanced by:

Printed correspondence is and remains an
important means of communication. All the more
so when it is of high-quality design, individualised
and tailored to the recipient.

Adding graphics, overlays, QR codes, advertising,
texts, images, etc.

Manually time-consuming and ever-recurring works
steps occur, from creation and data connection to
the output and sending of the documents.

High-quality, colourful prints

OL® Connect enables document components
to be combined with dynamic and personalised
information and then sent to customers.

Modification of documents in real time
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SHIP TO:
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Personalisation: Tailor content to the recipient’s
personal needs
Integration of response control (barcoding)

In production environments, a large number of
processes can be optimised and automated for
print and post-processing. New consumer habits
also require new communication channels.

SOLD TO:

Automatic attachment of customer letters and/or
terms & conditions of business

Totaal
Total

And
can do even more:

Output processes are fully
optimised:

It is a real challenge for most companies to manage
their regular post: Large quantities, different
departments and a large number of recipients pose
a problem. A lot of preparation time is needed:
Printing, inserting and franking has to be done,
among other things. And how do you avoid a
recipient getting more than one letter at the same
time?

Manually time-consuming and ever-recurring
work steps are reduced (collected and
automated in one work process)

Another example is the connection and use of data
from different systems - ERP, DCM, SAT, etc.

Cross-media output: Facilitate different output
channels, send documents in the format
preferred by the recipient (by post, email or to
the web portal)

Processes for print and post-processing
through added control indicators (OMR codes)
are optimised and automated, which reduces
costs – e.g. optimised use of folding and
inserting machines

OL® Connect is a flexible tool for the automation
of entire document-based processes – from the
collection and processing of every kind of data,
whatever source or system these come from, to
document creation and enhancement and multichannel output – without any media discontinuity
and without any changes to your current system.

Postal sorting is possible
Quicker and cheaper preparation, money
savings (sometimes a lot) on transport and
delivery

Company-wide advantages
White paper solution: No more pre-printed
forms, which reduces costs and paper waste
and offers flexibility for document layout

Flexible, seamless and simple integration
into the existing infrastructures is no problem
with OL Software and entails only minimum
change to work routines and low investment.

Address cleansing & sorting: Connectivity to
third-party programs reduces postage costs
and paper requirements
Providing information for central data
systems: Initiation of the following processes
(e.g.: automatic invoicing, initiate job orders,
etc.)

Simplifies automatic archiving of all business
correspondence and rapid retrieval.
And guarantees better compliance with your
Corporate Identity
Web & Email

Create
Print

Fold & Insert

From paper to
digital - electronic
data interchange

Logistics
Customer

Initiate, release,
trigger and store

eCommerce

We offer standardised solutions for:
Consolidation of ad hoc print & mail
Print, send and receive with one click! The cost of ad
hoc mail is overlooked in most organisations. Simple
steps can result in significant savings through
consolidation, automation and postage discounts.

Centralise print volumes
Offer more with online services
Improve your efficiency and respond faster to
customer requests

Streamlining correspondence management and production
Your customer-oriented correspondence
with always up-to-date information, including
all associated legal conditions, policies and
promotions. For example, for quotations,
customer communications, product information
management (PIM), customised advice, contract
management, or permit management.

Flexible in management, use and production
within the responsible departments
Automatic archiving and compliance with
laws and regulations
Link with data from all IT/ERP systems and
layout in your own corporate branding in print
and digital

Launch document workflows from your mobile device
With an e-form, employees can capture data and
information on location. The data is sent to the
office. Automated processes are activated, such as
updating the IT system and sending confirmation
emails.

Works online and offline
Design your own forms
Interactive and secure sharing of information
Multichannel communication

Automation of account receivable processes
Account receivable processes are essential to any
company’s cashflow, and require extensive manual
work, extra costs, delays and a poor customer
experience.

Customise invoice templates and send them
digitally
Lose less time collecting invoices

Since 1995, Objectif Lune’s mission has been to help organisations work
smart, by leveraging technology to compose, automate, and exchange
personalised and interactive business communications. Whether through
print, web, email or mobile, their flexible software solutions seamlessly
integrate with existing systems, to enable businesses to nurture close
relationships with their customers.
Always at the forefront of the latest developments and continuously
pushing the boundaries, solutions have evolved towards integrating AI
and cloud technologies. With scalable platforms, they assist companies of
any size, today and help them as their business expands, tomorrow.
Objectif Lune is proud to serve over 25,000 corporate customers,
located in virtually every country around the globe. With applications,
professional services, and customer support offered in several
languages, by local teams, Objectif Lune strives to ensure that
wherever they may be, partners and customers never walk alone.

objectiflune.com
olconnect.com
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